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Q How important is clean technology in your customer-
first innovation and growth strategy?

A Our research and development investments accounted for 
approximately 3 percent of our total sales for the last three 
years, and in FY20, Lindsay invested nearly $14 million in 
engineering and research .

Highlights of our innovation-driven growth from FY20 include 
expanding the penetration of our FieldNET™ solution and 
launching WaterTrendSM, a new powerful data intelligence 
feature included with every FieldNET™ subscription that 
enables growers to make more effective and efficient  
irrigation decisions .

As we equip an increasing number of growers with the 
information needed to conserve resources as they operate 
their irrigation systems, we are progressing toward the goal  
of saving more than 700 billion gallons of water by 2022 . 

Innovation at Lindsay is customer-driven . We continue listening 
closely to the changing needs of our growers and scale our ability 
to deliver through strategic partnerships with organizations such 
as Farmers Edge, Climate Corporation, and Taranis . 

Q How has the COVID-19 pandemic shaped your thinking 
on ESG matters? 

A The events of the last year have shown us how connected we 
are across the world and how we all can be challenged by 
something of this magnitude . Our company, our employees, 
our partners, and our customers have been impacted from 
a human health, supply chain disruption, and social inequity 
perspective . This has many organizations, including Lindsay, 
thinking about how the effects of ESG issues like climate 
change can be felt across the globe . 

We’ve maintained resiliency through the pandemic by focusing 
on the health and safety of our employees and communities, 
business continuity processes, and strengthening our balance 
sheet so that we can maintain flexibility . 

To be sustainable in the long-term, we will need to maintain 
rigor in these areas and build out integrated systems that 
enable global responses, support our continuous improvement 
journey, and provide discipline to how we manage our 
business . Our new global environmental, health and safety 
(EHS) management approach, Lindsay Production Systems, 
and our priority practices, are great examples of this .

Q How will Lindsay’s Production Systems (LPS) support 
the company’s ESG initiatives? 

A We developed Lindsay Production Systems to infuse a 
culture of continuous improvement with best practices and 
principles of lean manufacturing . Lean manufacturing at its 
essence drives more sustainable thinking as it is about having 
no waste and taking out elements of the production process 
that do not add overall value to the finished product . Lean 
thinking is “lean” because it provides a way to do more and 
more with less and less . This will help us identify opportunities 
to reduce materials use and uncover additional energy and 
water efficiencies .

I am also excited as I expect LPS to empower our people 
to “act like owners” of the business and unearth additional 
opportunities to reduce waste .

LPS will also provide direction and bring greater consistency 
to our environmental, health and safety, and quality practices, 
and deliver real-time insights into our execution on key 
performance indicators .

Q How has Lindsay participated in the 2020 global 
movement for racial equality?

A 2020 opened all of our eyes to systemic racism and motivated 
us to look inward and think about how we are standing up 
against inequalities in our communities, and what we are doing 
as a company to foster a more inclusive and positive workplace .

We introduced a new diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I) 
strategy with goals, objectives, and action plans to increase 
representation of all genders and underrepresented groups 
across the business . To drive progress on this DE&I strategy, 
we appointed our first Chief Diversity Officer .

We have also created forums for people to share their 
experiences around unconscious bias, racial inequality, and 
social injustice, and to listen and learn from one another . We 
want to do our part to reverse some of the effects of systemic 
racism by intentionally building equity into all that we do .

Q&A WITH CEO RANDY WOOD 

Randy Wood 
President & CEO
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LINDSAY AT A GLANCE 
Lindsay Corporation (NYSE: LNN) is at the forefront of research, 
technology innovation, and the development of products and 
services that conserve natural resources and enhance the 
quality of life for people around the world . We create long-
term value for our shareholders through two primary business 
segments – Irrigation and Infrastructure. Our irrigation business 
supports the production of food while conserving water and 
energy, and our infrastructure business supports the movement 
of people and goods efficiently, safely, and securely .

28%

26%

46%

Infrastructure

U.S. Irrigation

International
Irrigation

FY20 REVENUE MIX

KEY FY20 STATISTICS

FOUNDED1955
MARKET CAP 

~$1.0B
~1,125

EMPLOYEES

GLOBAL
HEADQUARTERS

Omaha, NE

GLOBAL 
MANUFACTURING
LOCATIONS IN

9 COUNTRIES

as of 8/31/20

https://www.lindsay.com/usca/en/irrigation/
https://www.lindsay.com/usca/en/infrastructure/
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PRIORITY PRACTICES
Play to Win

Reward team success and recognize the weight of individual 
contribution. Recognize and reward top performers and employees 

exhibiting a positive attitude. Celebrate successes and lessons learned 
and openly acknowledge contributions of individuals and teams. Learn 
from them and inspire others. We are transparent about performance 
expectations and how expectations link to our overall vision, strategy, 

values, and behaviors, and we speak about them often.

Act Like an Owner
Accountability is driven by linking 

rewards and consequence 
management to individual 

performance. Employees are expected 
to “act like an owner” and be held to 
account when delivering or under-

delivering toward the company’s goals. 

Celebrate Each Other
Recognition and praise is part 

of who we are and is given 
routinely to all employees by all 
employees. Leaders recognize 

a job well done and provide 
feedback to help achieve 

performance goals.

Build Trust Customer-first Innovation Unlock Creativity One Lindsay
BEHAVIORS

Leadership
We inspire others and 

demonstrate courage to 
make a difference.

Collaboration
We create more together 

than as individuals.

Respect for Others
We foster an inclusive  

culture that values  
each other’s views.

Integrity
We are open, honest 

and transparent. 

Accountability
We set high standards and 

deliver against them.

OUR VALUES

Purpose People Process Performance

CONNECTING CULTURE TO PERFORMANCE
We are a purpose-driven organization with a clear and compelling vision, a set of core values, and a collection of 
key behaviors that unite us . In FY20, we defined three priority practices that complement this excellent foundation 
and help us put those values into action . 

Lindsay will become the innovation and market leader in 
our core businesses through employee empowerment and 
superior execution.

Lindsay provides powerful irrigation, infrastructure and industrial technology 
solutions that conserve natural resources and enhance the quality of life for 
people around the world.

OUR VISION OUR MISSION

SUPERIOR EXECUTION
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While 2020 was unique in many ways, we 
focused on continuous improvement across 
our key objectives — people, processes, 
and profitability . Lindsay continued to build 
its innovation pipeline with sustainable 
technologies, scaled its impact, and built a 
more resilient, productive, and sustainable 
business .

We led with our innovate and collaborate 
strategy through expanded partner 
relationships and new product launches and 
reported exceptional results during a year of 
unprecedented challenges . We executed on 
our commitment to achieve an 11 to 12 percent 
operating margin target (as outlined in our 
transformative Foundation for Growth initiative) 

and reported an 11 .4 percent operating 
margin, a 360-basis point improvement from 
our baseline fiscal 2017 level of 7 .8 percent . 
We also achieved our highest gross margin of 
32 .1 percent since Lindsay began trading on 
the NYSE in 1997 . Through our two market-
leading platforms, Irrigation and Infrastructure, 
we continued implementing customer-first 
innovation underscored by a strong financial 
profile and an empowered team culture .

In our irrigation business, we experienced 
project delays due to the pandemic; however, 
farmer sentiment steadily improved in 
both domestic and international markets 
driven by a rebound in demand and food 
security concerns in certain international 

markets . Outlined further in the report, our 
innovation-driven growth expanded the 
reach of our FieldNET™ product solution 
and introduced new cleantech offerings, 
such as WaterTrendSM, a powerful data 
intelligence feature included with every 
FieldNET™ subscription for center pivots . 
This new functionality enables growers to 
make more effective and efficient irrigation 
decisions informed by a 7-day water outlook 
with crop growth stage data and crop water 
usage analytics . We also strengthened our 
market leadership position in the Industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT) space . In April 2020, 
we acquired Net Irrigate, LLC, an agriculture 
IIoT company, which expanded the number of 
acres managed under our FieldNET™ brand 
of remote irrigation monitoring and control 
solutions . Penetration rates for our telemetry 
technology continued to increase throughout 
the year for a 174 percent increase versus last 
year, inclusive of our Net Irrigate acquisition .

In FY20, our infrastructure business realized 
the highest revenue, operating income, and 
operating margin results achieved since 
2006 . Our growth was predominantly driven 
by accelerated adoption of our Road Zipper 
System™ . Major wins in FY20 included a large 
contract with Highways England to supply 
a movable barrier system for use in Kent, 
United Kingdom, and an innovative narrow 
machine design for our existing customer, 
NEXCO-East Innovation and Commutations 
(NI&C), in Japan . We continue to expand the 
application of our Road Zipper solution globally 
and innovate to maintain our momentum of 
delivering differentiated infrastructure solutions .

For more information on our financial 
performance, please visit our Investor 
Relations website.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

FY18 FY19 FY20

Total Revenues (in millions) $547 .7 $444 .1 $474 .7

Operating Income (in millions)(1) $39 .0 $6 .1 $54 .2

Return on Invested Capital(2) 6 .0% 1 .6% 10 .7%

1) Fiscal 2019 operating income includes costs of $15.1 million associated with the Foundation for Growth initiative (“FFG costs”), and a $2.8 
million valuation adjustment for indirect tax credits in a foreign jurisdiction. On an adjusted basis, operating income was $24.0 million. 

2) Defined as operating income after-tax (using effective tax rate) divided by the average of beginning and ending invested capital. On an 
adjusted basis, return on invested capital for fiscal 2019 and 2018 was 4.8% and 9.1%, respectively.

https://www.lindsay.com/usca/en/investor-relations/
https://www.lindsay.com/usca/en/investor-relations/
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Lindsay is committed to scaling our positive impacts 
through our customers, strategic partners, local and global 
communities . We see our business as inherently driving 
progress toward a more sustainable future with a portfolio of 
products that conserve natural resources and enhance quality 
of life . Lindsay has set a global impact goal that will help farmers 
save 700 billion gallons of water and over one billion kilowatt 
hours of energy by 2022, the equivalent of annual emissions 
from about 200,000 passenger vehicles burning 100M gallons 
of fuel . We strive to improve our sustainability outcomes through 
developing a better understanding of our own impact, setting 
targets for improvement, and acting to achieve them . 

We are focused on driving progress in five areas that are 
essential to our continued success . Lindsay continues to 
re-evaluate these priority environmental, social and  
governance (ESG) topics as our business grows, market  
trends change, business risks and opportunities arise, and 
stakeholder expectations evolve . Managing these priorities  
well and monitoring how stakeholders’ expectations continue 
to evolve on these topics helps us build a more resilient, future-
oriented company . 

OUR COMMITMENT TO ESG 

Continuing to increase our transparency in these areas remains a high priority to ensure we maintain the trust of our shareholders, 
customers, employees, and local communities . This year, we are enhancing our disclosure by reporting on many of the issues 
identified by the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) as significant to our sector . We also added an index to the end 
of this report to help stakeholders easily find specific ESG disclosures .

LINDSAY’S PRIORITY ESG TOPICS

Investing in Sustainable 
Technologies

Sustainable product  
innovation & development

Strategic partnerships

Improving our Operational 
Footprint

Energy efficiency

Water consumption

Empowering our People
Workplace culture

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

Employee health & safety

 Engaging in our Local 
Communities

Employee volunteering & nonprofit 
board level engagement

Community investment

Operating with Integrity
Corporate governance

Ethics & anti-corruption

Compliance

Policy advocacy
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Alignment with UN SDGs

At Lindsay, we contribute to efforts 
to tackle many of the world’s largest 
challenges, by aligning our work 
to the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). We 
selected five SDGs to which we 
believe we can make positive 
contributions . Examples of key 
programs at Lindsay and how they 
align to the SDGs include:

Goal Targets Lindsay Programs and Products Supporting Goals

Ensure healthy lives and 
promote well-being for 
all at all ages

3.3 By 2030, end the epidemics of AIDS, tuberculosis, 
malaria and neglected tropical diseases and combat 
hepatitis, water-borne diseases and other communicable 
diseases .

3.6 By 2020, halve the number of global deaths and 
injuries from road traffic accidents .

Efforts to prevent the spread of COVID-19 p. 21 

Continued investment in infrastructure products that prevent 
traffic accidents and deaths p. 12

Achieve gender equality 
and empower all women 
and girls

5.1 End all forms of discrimination against all women 
and girls everywhere .

5.5 Ensure women’s full and effective participation 
and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of 
decision-making in political, economic and public life .

Ongoing enforcement of our anti-harassment policy to prevent 
against discrimination p. 16 

Tracking and reporting progress against 3-year DE&I Goals p. 16

Launch of new DE&I strategy, goals and action plan to promote an 
inclusive workplace for all employees p. 17

Foundations in place to conduct an equity assessment of our 
compensation and benefits p. 17

Ensure availability 
and sustainable 
management of water 
and sanitation for all

6.4 By 2030, substantially increase water-use efficiency 
across all sectors and ensure sustainable withdrawals 
and supply of freshwater to address water scarcity and 
substantially reduce the number of people suffering from 
water scarcity .

6.5 By 2030, implement integrated water resources 
management at all levels, including through 
transboundary cooperation as appropriate .

Helping growers conserve water and energy through innovative 
irrigation solutions p. 10

Build resilient 
infrastructure, 
promote inclusive 
and sustainable 
industrialization and 
foster innovation

9.1 Develop quality, reliable, sustainable and resilient 
infrastructure, including regional and transborder 
infrastructure, to support economic development and 
human well-being, with a focus on affordable and 
equitable access for all .

Designing for quality and durability to extend the useful life  
of our products p. 12

Growth in revenues from more sustainable products in our 
Irrigation and Infrastructure businesses that use less water and 
energy, and save lives p. 9

Supporting the development of more resilient infrastructure that 
protects human well-being p. 12

Take urgent action to 
combat climate change 
and its impacts

13.1 Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity 
to climate-related hazards and natural disasters in all 
countries .

Energy efficiency benefits of Lindsay products p. 11

https://sdgs.un.org/goals
https://sdgs.un.org/goals
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Our Management Approach

Helping our customers address important global megatrends like climate change, 
water scarcity, and food insecurity is what inspires us and gives us purpose . We 
develop innovative technologies and solutions that offer positive sustainability impacts 
and generate financial returns . Our irrigation business brings cleantech solutions to 
the market that optimize water withdrawals in agriculture, a sector known to be a 
significant user of water . Our infrastructure business creates solutions that provide 
increased safety on roadways and in construction work zones, mitigate traffic 
congestion, and reduce harmful air emissions .

INVESTING IN SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGIES 

Lindsay remains competitive by 
improving our products through  
ongoing research and development.  
Our research and development 
investments focused on innovation 
have tripled in the last three years.

NEW PRODUCT REVENUE AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL REVENUE

FY17 FY23FY22FY21FY20FY19FY18

Zimmatic®

Control Panels RoadConnectTM Smart Pivot

~2%

~7%

~15%

FieldNET®

Pivot WatchTM

Expansion of 
FieldNET® Advisor to

21 crops and 18 countries
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Irrigation Clean Tech 

Lindsay is well-equipped to adapt to the needs of a changing world . Our 
irrigation and water management solutions include our Zimmatic™ pivot 
systems, which ensure the correct amount of water is applied to crops 
and soil at precisely the right time, and FieldNET™, our remote irrigation 
management system that helps farmers make better irrigation decisions 
based on advanced data analytics . 

In FY18 we set an ambitious goal to help growers save more 
than 700 billion gallons of water and more than one billion 
kilowatt hours of energy by 2022 through use of our products. 

By the end of FY20, our growers and customers were well on their way to 
exceed our energy conservation goal and remain on track to achieve our 
water goal . Progress against these targets can be followed in real time 
on our Global Impact website. To date, our water savings could sustain 
almost six million people for a full year, and our energy savings equate to 
the annual CO2 emissions of over 85,000 passenger vehicles .3,4

Our award winning FieldNET™ Pivot Watch enables growers to monitor 
their irrigation scheduling with real-time reporting on the flow of water, 
position, status, direction, and speed of their pivot irrigation systems . We aim 
to grow the capabilities of remote monitoring possible through Pivot Watch 
and FieldNET™ advisor and are always looking for ways to make these 
technologies more accessible to growers, through strategic partnerships, 
acquisitions, and new sales distribution channels . We are proud of the growth 
in FieldNET™ subscriptions we see year over year, due in part to innovative 
partnerships and data connections we have established with FarmersEdge, 
John Deere Operations Center, The Climate Corporation, and others .

GALLONS OF 
WATER SAVED

(in billions)

CUMULATIVE GALLONS OF 
OF WATER SAVED

(in billions)

CUMULATIVE KWH OF
ENERGY CONSERVED

(in millions)

FY18 FY19 FY20 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY18 FY19 FY20

22.9 27.7 83.5

68.8

96.4 290.7

80.1 176.5 532.1

3) Source: USGS - How much water does the average person use at home per day?

4) Source: United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - Greenhouse Gas Emissions from  
a Typical Passenger Vehicle 

INDUSTRY LEADING INNOVATION

Strategic Partnerships

FieldNET renewal rate of 97% and 
innovation drive 174% year-over-year 
growth in new subscriptions.

https://www.lindsay.com/usca/en/irrigation/brands/fieldnet/our-global-impact/
https://www.lindsay.com/usca/en/resource/lindsay-fieldnet-pivot-watch-earns-ae50-award/
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Lindsay’s focus on water conservation also is supported by the manufacturing and distribution of 
magnetic water flow meters . These flow meters remove the guesswork when it comes to water 
usage all while saving time, water, energy, and money . The Zimmatic IM3000 magnetic flow 
meter is unique in that there are no moving parts such as propellers or bearings that may break, 
resulting in repair and downtime . When water travels through the flow meter, it passes through a 
magnetic field that creates a small voltage pulse . In measuring the voltage pulse, the flow meter 
then calculates how much water is traveling through the irrigation pipe . Lindsay’s flow meters are 
tested for accuracy by the International Center for Water Technology and the Utah Water Research 
Laboratory . One additional user feature is the flow meters’ ability to connect seamlessly to the 
FieldNET™ platform . FieldNET™ provides up to date, real-time alerts for both the flow meter and 
the pivot itself . 

FY20 Clean Tech Highlights

We released an important new feature 
to FieldNET™, our irrigation platform. 
WaterTrendSM provides a 7-day water outlook on 
forecasted crop water usage and precipitation 
amounts based on forecasted rainfall, crop 
growth models, and other data inputs . 
Customized water usage insights are critical 
for effective and efficient irrigation decision-
making . Lindsay made the new feature available 
to every FieldNET™ subscriber at no additional 
cost . By equipping growers with the information 
needed to conserve resources as they run their 
irrigation systems, Lindsay progresses toward 
our water saving target for 2022 . 

Over the past year we also expanded the number of crops that the FieldNET Advisor™ 
and FieldNET WaterTrendSM can monitor and will continue to update our tools and technology 
to meet the needs of our customers . Approximately 32 crop models are available globally . 

Lindsay’s new WaterTrendSM solution gives growers critical information  
they need to make more informed irrigation decisions.

See detailed water 
usage trends of your 
crops in your fields

Next 7-days 
water usage

Current crop 
growth stage

Next 7-days 
precipitation

Last 24 hours 
rainfall
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Infrastructure Safety Tech 

Infrastructure systems are fundamental to providing essential services in a sustainable society . Lindsay is meeting the increasing needs 
arising with changing traffic patterns, improving visibility of road hazards, and continuing to develop industry-leading, customizable 
solutions that mobilize global populations safely and sustainably . 

Our shift-left approach, which allows us to participate in the planning phase of road construction programs, has realized significant growth 
in FY20 . Our flagship product, the Road Zipper System®, has been used by road authorities and contractors around the world to manage 
congestion without having to commit the amount of capital required to build new roads and bridges . This solution, which is one of our 
prioritized areas of growth opportunity, heightens safety, reduces traffic congestion, and improves air quality .

FY20 Safety Tech Highlights

Lindsay installed 23.5 kilometers of movable barrier and two Road Zipper machines for 
Highways England’s Operation Brock infrastructure. The movable barrier enables the roadway to 
return from contraflow to normal conditions within several hours instead of weeks (unlike the previous 
solution) . The barrier also significantly reduces disruption by deployment compared to the metal barrier 
that was installed prior, decreasing emissions that arise from traffic congestion . 

ABSORB-M, a non-redirective, water-filled crash cushion system was launched to protect work zones 
that can be installed on almost any road surface . ABSORB-M uses interchangeable, stackable elements 
that make deployment and removal efficient and easy . This model design incorporates elements of 
sustainability and waste reduction; it can be easily transported and quickly repaired with interchangeable 
and reusable parts . 

The TAU-M crash cushion, introduced in FY20, a redirective, non-gating, partially reusable crash 
cushion that helps shield temporary work zones and permanent hazards . The product can be rapidly 
constructed and easily repaired due to its modular nature . Typically, only damaged cartridges need to be 
replaced after impact which extends the life cycle of the solution .

ABSORB-M and TAU-M Meet Highest Product Safety Standards
We are committed to holding our products to the highest and most stringent standards of safety . The 
ABSORB-M and TAU-M were both tested to the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Officials’ Manual for Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) Test Level TL-2 and TL-3 standards . Compliance with 
MASH standards demonstrates best practice and reinforces our commitment to help keep roadways safe .

Design for Durability

As the world’s population grows, develops, and 
urbanizes, waste generation becomes an increasingly 
pressing problem . Under a business-as-usual 
scenario, the world can expect to generate 3 .4 billion 
tonnes of waste annually by 2050 .5 Quality issues are 
also environmental issues . Our products are created 
to last . In the new product design phase, Lindsay 
conducts expected lifecycle assessments and builds 
in functions of modularity so that products can easily 
be repaired or refurbished with replacement parts . 

Our customers appreciate our focus on durability . For 
example, we offer upgrades to irrigation equipment 
through FieldNET™ subscriptions to meet our 
customers’ changing needs, and tires for pivot 
irrigation systems that are longer-lasting and less 
impactful to soil than traditional wheels . 

Parts Program and Repairability 
Service Extend Life Cycle
Our pivot irrigation systems come 
with long-term guarantees and 
coverage against corrosion . 
Lindsay’s parts program and 
reparability service helps customers maintain 
existing products and extend their useful life . This 
system minimizes the water and energy footprint 
associated with creating new products and prevents 
the unnecessary generation of trash . The first pivot 
system we have ever sold was retired in FY19 after 
irrigating every growing season for 50 years . 

5) https://datatopics.worldbank.org/what-a-waste/#:~:text=As%20nations%20and%20cities%20urbanize,through%20open%20dumping%20or%20burning.
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Environmental Performance

Our Management Approach
In last year’s report, we announced a plan to develop a global 
corporate environmental, health and safety management system 
to provide all sites with overarching direction and bring greater 
alignment and consistency to our environmental practices and 
key performance indicator (KPI) tracking . In FY20, we launched 
Lindsay Production Systems (LPS), a global system and a plan 
of action to create a culture of continuous improvement heavily 
influenced by principles of lean manufacturing . 

Lindsay Production Systems is the overarching umbrella for 
setting the standards for safety, quality, and efficiency . LPS 
applies to all locations and levels of our organization, reflecting 
our One Lindsay approach, and supports our efforts to maintain 
compliance with all regulatory and organizational requirements 
in the countries and regions where we operate . 

We are working to build capacity in our data analytics 
department and investing in solutions that enable us to analyze 
data in real time . This will help identify trends and outliers, 
reduce inefficiencies, and drive continuous performance 
improvement . 

FY20 Operations Highlights
We made progress on the following initiatives this year:

Launched our global environmental, health and safety 
(EHS) management approach – Lindsay Production Systems 
– as part of our commitment to continuous improvement, 
improve our discipline, and be a leader in the industry .

Proactively removed asbestos from roof panels in one 
Lindsay Europe production facility .

Honored Lindsay’s Director of Operations, Emily 
Williams, who received the STEP Ahead award for strong 
women leaders in manufacturing .

Continued to collaborate with the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and Nebraska Department 
of Environmental Quality to remediate the Lindsay 
Manufacturing Co . Superfund site and protect public health and 
the environment, using innovative practices including reuse of 
recovered groundwater.

IMPROVING OUR OPERATIONAL FOOTPRINT

https://semspub.epa.gov/work/HQ/100000769.pdf
https://semspub.epa.gov/work/HQ/100000769.pdf
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Lindsay Europe Invests in Environment, 
Health and Safety
In several areas of the Lindsay Europe 
production line, the roof insulation contained 
asbestos . To protect the health of our 
employees and the environment in which 
they work, the decision was made to hire a 
specialized asbestos company to remove the 
ceiling panels . The process was very rigid 
and carefully followed:

• Walls, soils and all remaining equipment of 
the building were sealed with plastic layers

• The facility was secured so that no 
contaminated air could escape from 
the area

• Dedicated exhaust filters were in place to 
collect contaminated air

• Contaminated panels were sealed in 
asbestos remediation bags

• Air samples were taken and validated 
before employees could re-enter the facility

Lindsay’s Emily Williams recognized  
with STEP Ahead Award
Lindsay’s Director of Operations, Emily 
Williams, was named a 2020 STEP Ahead 
Honoree for her work in the manufacturing 
industry . STEP Ahead Awards recognize 
women in science, technology, engineering 
and production careers who exemplify 
leadership . Williams leads the Supply arm of 
Lindsay’s new integrated business planning 
process and supports plants in their lean 
manufacturing journeys by driving cost 
savings and continuous improvement . She 
also chairs the Women in Manufacturing 
Nebraska chapter board, volunteers for 
STEM speaking engagements in local public 
schools, and volunteers in her community .

ENVIRONMENTAL METRICS FY18 FY19 FY20

Energy Consumption (total in MWh) 47,454 46,808 49,888

Electricity 15,563 15,703 16,661

Natural gas 28,199 27,376 28,431

Other fuels 3,734 3,729 4,796

Water Withdrawals (total in MMGAL)* 31 .0 35 .5 85 .1

Municipal* 31 .0 26 .0 75 .6

Rainwater 0 .15 9 .5 9 .5

Operational Metrics
We continue to actively manage our internal energy and water consumption as responsible 
stewards of these resources . This year, given the increase of production volume in our factories 
we saw these metrics increase . We continue to look for ways to implement energy efficient 
solutions and water conservation practices in our operational facilities .

Information is collected from all sites and converted to standard measure .

*Excludes groundwater withdrawals at our Lindsay Brazil site.
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Culture

Our Management Approach 
Our people are our most valuable resource . We are committed to being a great place to work and providing opportunities for 
employees to grow and develop their careers . We built our culture on the foundation of our core values of leadership, integrity, 
collaboration, accountability, and respect for others . 

FY20 Culture Highlights 
The following activities and achievements demonstrate how we 
maintained a strong culture through what was a unique and 
challenging year: 

Prioritized our organizational health and tied executive 
compensation to achieving a first quartile score . Results of 
the 2020 employee survey showed that, as measured against 
approximately 2,000 of our peers, we had improved to 1st 
quartile for organizational health . 

Conducted pulse surveys throughout the pandemic to make 
sure we responded to employees’ needs as early as possible . 
When employees told us that they were struggling to remain 
physically active while being confined to their homes, we 
extended our gym subsidies to the purchase of gym equipment 
to enable physical activity from the safety of home . 

Enhanced our internal communications and ran a series 
of videos with members of our senior leadership team, direct 
from their homes . The series provided employees with the 
opportunity to get to know senior leaders and build connections 
even when we were apart .

Expanded wellness benefits and provided additional 
flexibility for employees who contracted COVID-19, who had 
to take leave to care for family members with COVID, or for 
those who had to take on homeschooling with their children . 
We provided premium pay during FY20 for production workers 
globally and provided additional health insurance for employees 
in France and Italy to help them access the care they needed . 

Stayed connected despite working from home, or 
remaining physically distanced at our sites . Results from our 
pulse surveys throughout 2020 consistently showed that 
employees felt connected to the company .

Organizational health improves to 1st quartile amidst a 
global pandemic

MAINTAINING A REPUTATION OF BEING A GREAT PLACE TO WORK
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Training and Development
We empower our employees to develop their 
capabilities, be ambitious in their careers, and 
thrive professionally . In FY18 we set a target for 
at least 50 percent of our positions to be filled 
from internal promotions rather than external 
hires by 2020, starting from a 36 percent 
baseline . We made steady progress and ended 
up surpassing this goal, demonstrating our 
commitment to advance qualified individuals .

We achieved a 53% internal promotion 
rate, exceeding our 3-year goal.

Exceeding our internal hiring goal reinvigorated 
our efforts to enhance the development 
opportunities we offer our employees . In FY20, 
we launched a new Leadership Development 
Training program for employees who report to 
members of our senior leadership team . While 
starting in person, one cohort of 12 employees 
transitioned to a virtual setting to complete 
the program through the pandemic . Since 
the program launched, 24 employees are in 
progress or have completed the 18-month 
training program . Our goal is to have all 
members of our Global Management Team 
participate in the course by end of FY22 .

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion 

Our Management Approach 
Lindsay strongly believes that a diverse and inclusive workforce is fundamental to operating 
an effective and resilient business . Because we recognize the importance of diversity, equity, 
and inclusion to our long-term success, we are focused on increasing engagement with all 
genders and underrepresented groups in recruitment strategies . We also adopted strategies 
to foster an inclusive and positive work environment . Lindsay strives to create a culture 
where everyone has access to the same opportunities, regardless of their background . 

We are guided by our global Anti-Discrimination and Equal Employment Policy which 
delineates our commitment to preventing any form of unlawful employee discrimination 
or harassment and our dedication to providing a workplace where employees are treated 
with courtesy, respect, and dignity . Our commitment to building a diverse and inclusive 
workplace is further strengthened by our core value of “respect for others,” and reinforced  
in our Code of Business Conduct and Ethics. 

In FY18 we set bold 3-year goals to hold us accountable for building more inclusive 
workplaces . Concluding in 2020, our goals were to increase our representation of women 
and minorities in leadership positions in the U .S ., by 30 percent and 20 percent, respectively .

While we made progress and came close on our goal of achieving 30 percent women 
in leadership positions, we fell short of our minority representation goal . We analyzed 
our progress and identified the challenges which kept us from reaching our goal . The 
insights from this review helped us shape our new, more comprehensive diversity, equity 
and inclusion (DE&I) strategy to guide our efforts moving forward . In addition to launching 
updated DE&I objectives and goals, in FY20, we broadened the scope of our activities and 
appointed our Senior Vice President of Human Resources to be our Chief Diversity Officer to 
help drive progress on our commitments . 

*Our goals reflect the practicalities of operating in specific geographies, 
in particular our Nebraska headquarters. “N-3” represents three levels 
below the CEO. 

INTERNAL PROMOTIONS
OVER EXTERNAL HIRES

FY18 FY19 FY20

36%

45%

53%

U.S. MINORITIES AT N-3 AND ABOVE

FY18 FY19 FY20

12%
13% 13%

FEMALES AT N-3 AND ABOVE
30% GOAL

FY18 FY19 FY20

27%

28%

29%

20% GOAL

50% GOAL

https://s3.amazonaws.com/b2icontent.irpass.cc/1278/179290.pdf
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FY20 DE&I Highlights 
We were proud of the following developments with our DE&I 
program this year:

Introduced a new holistic DE&I strategy with goals, 
objectives, and action plans to increase representation 
of minorities and women across the business . Progress on 
this strategy will be reported to the Board of Directors on a 
semi-annual basis .

Appointed our first Chief Diversity Officer.

Expanded our DE&I Council and saw an increase in 
employee engagement in DE&I events .

Held an internal virtual roundtable confronting 
unconscious bias, racial inequality, social injustice, and 
prejudice attended by more than 100 employees .

Put the foundations in place to conduct an equity 
assessment of our compensation structure.

Celebrated the following inclusion events in FY20: 
Heritage Day in South Africa, International Women’s Day, 
Hispanic Heritage Month, Pride Month, LGBTQ+ History 
Month, Chinese New Year, and Black History Month .

Celebrating Heritage Day in  
South Africa
Lindsay employees based in South 
Africa honored and celebrated diversity 

and traditions of South African people . Employees were 
treated to boerewors-braai, a traditional barbecue meal, 
and participated in the “The Presidents Challenge”, a dance 
to the Zulu song, “Jerusalema .” 

FY21 DE&I Strategy and Goals 
The table below illustrates how we have expanded our scope of metrics to provide more insights into our key diversity 
data and a targeted action plan to address in which we need to improve .

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR FY20 BASELINE FY21 GOALS

Gender Workforce Diversity

Percentage of global female employees 23% 25%

Percentage of global female employees in non-production roles 28% 30%

Percentage of global female employees in production roles 19% 22%

U.S. Ethnic Workforce Diversity

Percentage of ethnically diverse employees 23% 25%

Percentage of ethnically diverse employees non-production roles 13% 15%

Percentage of ethnically diverse employees in production roles 29% 31%

U.S. Female Applicants
Percentage of female applicants presented for open positions 20% 25%

U.S. Ethnically Diverse Applicants
Percentage of ethnically diverse applicants presented for open positions 26% 31%
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LINDSAY’S STRATEGIC ACTION PLAN 

Training & Organizational 
Development

OBJECTIVE

Increase awareness & capabilities  
across the organization

ACTIVITIES

• DE&I culture and training during  
new employee onboarding

• Conduct organization assessment  
on DE&I status

• Create a DE&I monthly event calendar

Recruiting & Talent 
Management

OBJECTIVE

Adapt internal and external processes  
to support our goals

ACTIVITIES

• Publish a DE&I Statement 

• Update employment brand to  
reflect DE&I culture and efforts

• Attract more diverse candidates  
in hiring process 

• Implement recruiting methods that include  
a more diverse candidate pipeline

• Interview training for HR and hiring leaders

Community Involvement 

OBJECTIVE

Leverage the strength of our community  
& multiply our impact

ACTIVITIES

• Sponsorship of participation  
in Omaha Chamber CODE  
(a local DE&I group)

• Build community partnerships  
with like-minded companies

• Volunteer with diverse non-profit  
organization (the United Way)

• Host DE&I events for community partners

Expanding Reach 

OBJECTIVE

Grow our footprint to create broader 
organization value

ACTIVITIES

• Identify a DE&I site leader at all U .S .  
locations and establish councils

• Reach out to global sites activators  
to expand DE&I initiatives

• Define council roles and responsibilities 

• Spotlight global holidays and cultural  
events to promote more cultural  
awareness and inclusion

FY20 DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION METRICS

1 2 3 4

TOTAL
WORKFORCE 

1,125 252 FEMALE 873 MALE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2 FEMALE

7 MALE

2 FEMALE

8 MALE

8 NON-MINORITY

1 MINORITY

9 NON-MINORITY

1 MINORITY

MANAGEMENT TEAM

461 UNDISCLOSED

508
WHITE

2  
NATIVE 

AMERICAN

4  
TWO OR 

MORE RACES

33  
ASIAN

26 
AFRICAN 

AMERICAN

91
LATINO
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Employee Health & Safety 

Our Management Approach
The health and safety of our employees has been a top priority 
for us for decades, and we doubled down on that commitment 
in the face of the pandemic . We acted swiftly to protect our 
people from COVID-19 and put protocols in place to ensure 
their working environment was safe . In FY20, we started 
developing the Pathway to Zero, our new global environmental, 
health and safety (EHS) management approach .

Pathway to Zero is aligned with ISO45001 and is a plan of 
action to create a culture of continuous improvement, and one 
that achieves a 100 percent safe workplace with zero work-
related injuries, illnesses, and fatalities . We extend this goal 
of excellence in health and safety to all locations and levels 
of our organization . We are setting the expectation for all 
employees to view safety as an individual responsibility and act 
as owners . Simultaneously, we are implementing effective layers 
of protection for all employees, contractors, and guests, and 
enforcing practices that ensure safe working conditions .

Achieving Pathway to Zero
We are implementing Pathway to Zero in several phases as we roll out a systems approach for identifying, 
evaluating, analyzing, and controlling workplace safety and health hazards . Elements of Pathway to Zero  
focus areas include:

Life safety elements: We adopted a formal process for identifying risks, establishing protocols to address 
these risks, and we are training employees to adjust behavior and protect themselves from potentially life-
altering events at work . 

Stop-Call-Wait protocols: To prevent injury or accident we empower employees to stop work when an 
abnormal operating condition occurs, or an unanticipated event is encountered . 

Monitoring and reporting: To promote continuous improvement, we created a global system for promptly 
reporting EHS events and tracking corrective actions and we are training employees in all regions on reporting 
expectations . 

Standardized processes and templates: To standardize how we assess health and safety risks, we 
created templates and checklists for conducting risk assessments and documenting risk mitigation measures .

Consistent set of KPIs: Each region and facility tracks and reports the same set of health and safety 
KPIs, and we are building our capacity in data analytics and visualization to make real- time performance 
improvements . Every Lindsay employee, anywhere in the world, can access health and safety data, drill down 
into specific details, and create reports whenever needed . 

We recognize our responsibility to work proactively to minimize risk . Putting the above systems in place supports 
the One Lindsay culture and behaviors necessary to activate our Pathway to Zero commitment . We will continue to 
build on this commitment in FY21 . 

In FY21, our goal is to achieve a 25% reduction  
in global, recordable safety incidents.
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FY20 H&S Highlights
Celebrated major safety record milestones: In FY20 we 
celebrated three Lindsay locations that went 250 days without 
injuries, and two locations achieved notable achievement of 
more than 400 days without recordable injuries . 

Achieved ISO45001 certification at Lindsay China:  
Lindsay China put an occupational health and safety 
management system in place to prevent work-related injury 
and illness, and proactively improve its health and safety 
performance . This new management system met the 
requirements necessary for ISO 45001:2018 and was certified 
in FY20 . Lindsay China is now ahead of other companies in the 
industry with three certifications in EHS management, including 
Quality Management Systems ISO9001:2015, Environmental 
Management System ISO14001:2015, and Occupational Health 
and Safety Management System ISO 45001 . 

Applied 6S to improve safety performance: Four Lindsay 
facilities applied 6S, a workplace organization method linked 
to lean manufacturing that originated in Japan . The six s’s 
have been translated as Sort, Set in order, Shine, Standardize, 
Sustain, Safety and have proven to help identify and eliminate 
waste and achieve a more organized and safer working 
environment in Lindsay’s Tube Mill Departments . In FY20, our 
largest manufacturing facility was able to achieve a 39 percent 
decrease in waste in the Tube Mill Department . 

FY18 FY19 FY20

Global Total Recordable Incident Rate (TRIR) 3 .9 3 .4 2 .6

Industry average 5 .6 5 .6 5 .6

Global work-related fatalities 0 0 0

Facilities that went without recordable injuries for  
250 days

Europe 
Rio Vista 

South Africa 
Turkey

Olathe 
South Africa 

Turkey

China 
Olathe 

South Africa

Facilities that went without recordable injuries for  
365 days

Italy 
Rio Vista

Italy 
Olathe 

Rio Vista

H&S Performance Metrics
Lindsay continues to improve in health and safety metrics .

FACILITY DAYS INCIDENT FREE
Milan, Italy > 900
Olathe, KS > 400
Rio Vista, CA    364

Lindsay is proud to report a total recordable  
incident rate (TRIR) that is consistently below  
the industry average.
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This year, the world was upended by the dominating impacts 
of COVID-19 . It affected how we lived, worked, and dealt with 
countless personal tragedies . While the pandemic challenged 
Lindsay to adapt to a changed environment, we are proud of 
the ways in which our people worked together, demonstrated 
resilience, played to win, and overcame challenges to ensure 
business continuity . In fact, the unprecedented global crisis gave 
us an opportunity to reinforce our commitment to our values.

Lindsay proactively responded to protect the health and safety 
of its employees across nine countries and maintained a high 
degree of vigilance throughout the year, supplementing that 
with constant communication to keep team members united 
from a distance . At the start of the pandemic, we established a 
Global Crisis Management Team made up of Senior Leadership 
Team members who developed and frequently reevaluate 
Lindsay’s crisis management and response plan in accordance 
with emerging guidelines from global health organizations and 
continuously changing government mandates .

Our employees showed a great level of care and kindness for 
colleagues, their families, and our business and community 
partners, and maintained positive attitudes throughout the 
challenges we faced . For example, Lindsay Africa delivered care 
packages with hand sanitizer, surface disinfectant, and masks 
to every employee’s family when these items were difficult to 
procure due to local shortages . When health care workers were 
facing a significant shortage of personal protective equipment 

in the U .S ., our engineers at Rio Vista, California, stepped up, 
transitioning an entire production line to produce 3D-printed 
face shields for local care facilities and hospitals . 

Lindsay continues to operate around the world with the 
designation as an essential business, complying with national 
and regional government protocols as necessary . We have 
significantly restricted travel, encouraged working remotely, 
and enforced stringent safety protocols in our facilities . These 
measures allow us to operate at near-full capacity while 
also protecting our employees . We offered premium pay for 
employees in essential roles at the onset of the pandemic 
in recognition of their efforts to come to work each day and 
continue to serve our customers . 

COVID-19 is not yet behind us, and we remain dedicated to 
protecting the safety and well-being of our employees . As 
the distribution of vaccines accelerates, we are educating 
employees on the importance of getting inoculated . We are 
proud to contribute to efforts to stop the spread of COVID-19 .

COMPANY CULTURE DRIVES OUR COVID-19 RESPONSE

https://www.lindsay.com/usca/en/resource/company-culture-drives-pandemic-response/
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Our Management Approach
Giving back to the communities where we live and work 
is a fundamental part of who we are as a company . While 
we remain committed to increasing our visibility in our local 
communities through engagement in local nonprofit boards, 
employee volunteerism and charitable giving, in FY20 we had 
fewer opportunities for in-person volunteerism because of the 
pandemic . Despite being limited in how we could contribute  
on the ground, employees rallied remotely to support 
organizations in need in our local communities and gave 
generously . We topped our contributions from FY19 which  
is notable given that our FY19 giving was a 178 percent  
increase over the prior years’ contributions . 

We increased our total giving in FY20  
by 26% over FY19. 

Helping Local Nonprofits Manage Through A Pandemic 
Members of Lindsay’s Senior Leadership team continued 
to engage virtually with 13 nonprofit boards in the Omaha 
community throughout the year . The pressures faced by these 
organizations were exacerbated by the pandemic, and in many 
cases, even greater support from the community was needed . 
Our employees rose to the challenge and supported these 
organizations to help people manage under unique and difficult 
circumstances . 

NONPROFIT BOARDS LINDSAY SUPPORTS

• At Ease USA

• Boys and Girls Clubs

• Children’s Hospital Foundation

• Child Saving Institute 

• Cystic Fibrosis Foundation

• Food Bank for the Heartland

• Habitat for Humanity

• JDRF

• Make-a-Wish Nebraska

• Together 

• Omaha Symphony

• Youth Emergency Services

• Outlook Enrichment

SUPPORTING COMMUNITIES

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS 
(Total Contributions in U .S . Dollars)

FY18 FY19 FY20

$84,614

$235,239

$296,295
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FY20 Community Highlights:

Increasing support for our communities
A large portion of our annual giving is distributed to the United Way of the 
Midlands, an organization that funds local programs supporting neighboring 
community organizations . Focus areas include helping people meet their basic 
needs, succeeding in school, and becoming financially stable . Lindsay matches 
our employees’ generous donations dollar-for-dollar . This year’s United Way of 
the Midlands campaign topped last year’s fundraising of over $100,000 with our 
total giving reaching $120,000 . 

“ United Way of the Midlands is honored to be long-time partners 
with Lindsay Corporation. Due to COVID-19, thousands of people 
were facing physical, mental and financial challenges this past 
year. Lindsay Corporation went above and beyond to lend a 
helping hand by raising more than $120,000 for our community 
and being one of our amazing sponsors for Health Hero Giving 
Day. We are truly grateful for their generous support and look 
forward to having Randy Wood’s leadership on our board.”

– Shawna Forsberg 
 President & CEO, United Way of the Midlands

Relieving food insecurity 
To help address food insecurities made worse by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
in partnership with Farm Credit Services of America, Lindsay contributed 
$50,000 to the Food Bank for the Heartland . These funds were used to 
purchase critical food items to restock pantries and to prepare and deliver 
emergency meals to those in greatest need .

Prior to the pandemic, Lindsay plant employees embarked on a friendly 
competition to gather as much nonperishable food items as possible for local 
food pantries . Employees raised the equivalent of 3,381 pounds of food in 
just one week . Lindsay Omaha matched the amount with a cash donation of 
$3,381 to split between the Boone County and Newman Grove food pantries .

“ Food Bank for the Heartland 
is proud to have Lindsay 
Corporation as a partner in 
our mission. Lindsay’s culture 
of getting involved, giving 
back, and making an impact 
in the community through our 
organization and so many 
others is infectious.”

– Brian Barks 
 President & CEO,  
 Food Bank for the Heartland

Photo was captured pre-COVID-19 pandemic
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Making a wish come true for a 6 year old boy
Lindsay was proud to partner with Make-A-Wish Foundation Nebraska in July 2020 to sponsor a wish party for Andrew .  
Andrew is a six-year-old boy with hypoplastic left heart syndrome . During the party, the Make-A-Wish Foundation granted him  
his wish by surprising his family with a camper . Approximately a dozen Lindsay employees in Omaha attended the party to  
celebrate Andrew and his family . Lindsay was proud to be able to provide the family with camping supplies to set them up for  
their first outdoor adventure . 

“ Lindsay Corporation has been an amazing partner for Make-A-Wish Nebraska for many years, serving as the 
title sponsor for our annual Blue Jean Ball. This past year was one of the most challenging years in Make-A-Wish 
history. Due to COVID-19, we had to pause granting wishes that involved travel in order to protect the health and 
safety of our wish kids and their families. However, with the help of partners like Lindsay, we didn’t stop granting 
wishes. We are so thankful for Lindsay’s unwavering support, helping us continue to bring the HOPE of a wish 
come true and we look forward to many more wishes to come!”

– Brigette Young 
 President/CEO, Make-A-Wish Nebraska

Supporting our troops in Afghanistan
Lindsay employees collaborated to prepare care packages 
to ship to soldiers serving in Afghanistan . Employees 
donated money and collected items such as hand sanitizer, 
foot inserts, beef jerky and other snack items, and Lindsay 
covered the cost of shipping .
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Corporate Governance 

Lindsay Corporation, and our Board of Directors, is committed to operating under the highest standards of integrity, honesty, and 
ethical conduct . Implicit in this philosophy is the importance of sound corporate governance, including ensuring transparency 
and accountability, and serving the interests of our shareholders . The Board of Directors comprises eight directors with relevant 
expertise and diverse skills and backgrounds . Lindsay’s CEO serves on the Board, along with seven independent directors . The 
Board of Directors oversees environmental and social objectives of the Company . The Sustainability Council provides regular 
updates regarding ESG matters to the Board .

In FY20, we linked strategic performance objectives to executive compensation to focus leadership attention on improving Lindsay’s 
organizational health . This focus on organizational health aims to create and sustain employee empowerment, team collaboration, 
and support and service to the greater community . Our goal was to achieve 1st quartile culture performance as measured against 
approximately 2,000 companies through a third-party consultant’s benchmarking exercise . In FY20, we achieved 1st quartile culture 
performance, which resulted in payout of the incentive for executive leaders .

For more details on our corporate governance practices, please refer to our Proxy  
or visit our Investor Relations Website. 

OPERATING WITH INTEGRITY

BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND GOVERNANCE INFORMATION

9
Size of Board

88% 
Independent Directors

25% 
Female Representation 

on the Board (2 of 8)

12 .5% 
Minority representation 

on the Board

8 .6
Years Average Tenure of 
Members of the Board

Yes 
ESG Oversight

Yes 
Separate Independent 

Chair and CEO

3-Year Term 
Board Election 

Frequency

96% 
Approval On Executive 

Compensation

3 Standing Board Committees
Audit, Human Resources and Compensation, and Corporate Governance and Nominating 

* Current as of 8/31/2020 unless otherwise noted.

https://dd7pmep5szm19.cloudfront.net/1278/0001193125-20-301924.htm
https://www.lindsay.com/usca/en/investor-relations/
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High Ethical Standards

The Lindsay Code of Business Conduct and Ethics is a roadmap that guides 
the behaviors and actions of our workforce across the globe in accordance 
with our core values, high ethical standards, and legal obligations . We 
translated the Code into eight languages based on our countries of operation, 
which addresses areas such as equal opportunity and non-discrimination, 
financial transparency, bribery and corruption, conflicts of interest, insider 
trading, fair dealing, and environmental protection . 

All Lindsay employees, contractors, and board members are required to 
show their commitment to act with integrity by acknowledging that they have 
read, understand, and agree to abide by the letter and spirit of our Code . 
Employees are required to do this when they are hired, and they renew this 
commitment annually . 

In FY20, we shifted to virtual training due to COVID-19 and ran location- 
specific ethics and compliance training sessions for employees and 
distributors on topics such as information security awareness, inclusion  
and diversity, and export compliance awareness . 

Our Code strictly prohibits retaliation against anyone raising an issue in good 
faith . Employees may report potential violations or concerns to their manager, 
Human Resources, or the Legal Department, or report confidentially through 
a toll-free hotline or email address . We provide the reporting hotline number 
and email address on our company website and we provide this information 
to employees through ethics training . We address all reported, known, or 
suspected violations thoroughly and promptly .

Our Ethics and Compliance program is led by our General Counsel, who 
provides regular reports to the Audit Committee of the Board as well as to the 
full Board . We believe that maintaining high standards of accountability and 
transparency are fundamental for the long-term success of our business .

Counteracting Corruption 
Lindsay has a zero-tolerance policy for bribery and 
corruption, and we work to comply with applicable 
anti-corruption and anti-bribery laws in all countries 
where we conduct business . The Code of Business 
Conduct and Ethics outlines our policies and 
procedures to address bribery and corruption, and 
is supported by a detailed International Transactions 
Compliance Manual, a dedicated Anti-Corruption 
Compliance Policy, and ongoing training that outlines 
our expectations of employees and intermediaries 
working together with Lindsay .

Additionally, internal policies outline clear expectations 
when doing business with government customers . 
Our operations go through formal Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act (FCPA) audits on a rotating schedule, 
all being approved by our Legal, Audit and Finance 
departments . All dealers and distributors also are 
required to complete FCPA anti-corruption training 
every two years . 

We recently launched a new automated Denied 
Third Party Screening process that enhances the 
efficiency of our vendor due diligence process . The 
new screening process is integrated with our enterprise 
resource planning system and conducts nightly 
screens of our customer, vendor, and partner lists 
against more than 100 lists of sanctions, embargoes, 
and more . This process helps us hold all vendors 
and business partners accountable to the highest 
standards of ethical compliance .

Extending High Standards Through Our  
Supply Chain 

New Supplier Code of Conduct
We recently developed a Supplier Code of Conduct 
(Supplier Code) to communicate our high legal and 
ethical standards to all partners and suppliers . This 
Supplier Code applies to all businesses — anywhere 
in the world — that provide products or services to 
Lindsay, and we ask suppliers and their employees to 
honor the principles set forth in this Supplier Code . 
We appreciate the opportunity to engage suppliers 
who are socially, environmentally, and economically 
conscious, and who share our corporate values . 

We translated the new Supplier Code into nine 
languages and we plan to share the document with  
all of our vendors through a communication campaign 
in FY21 . 

Conflict Minerals 
We are committed to the responsible sourcing of 
materials for our products and avoiding the use of 
conflict minerals (tin, tungsten, tantalum, and gold) 
sourced from the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
and adjoining countries that may directly or indirectly 
engage in human rights abuses . Our Conflict Mineral 
Policy sets forth the expectation that direct suppliers 
will assist us in our ongoing due diligence efforts . This 
due diligence process is overseen by our General 
Counsel and we evaluate our risk mitigation framework 
each year to determine if steps are needed to improve 
the completeness and accuracy of the data we receive .

https://s3.amazonaws.com/b2icontent.irpass.cc/1278/179290.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/b2icontent.irpass.cc/1278/182859.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/b2icontent.irpass.cc/1278/182859.pdf
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Sustainability Disclosure Topics & Accounting Metrics
Topic  Code  Metric  Unit of measure  Response/location 

Energy Management RT-IG-
130a .1 

1) Total energy consumed,

2) percentage grid electricity

3) percentage renewable energy 

Gigajoules (GJ), 
Percentage (%) 

Improving Our Operational Footprint: Operational Metrics

1) 179,596 .8 (GJ)

2) 100% grid electricity

3) Exploring procurement of renewable energy will be a next step after we 
establish our baseline GHG inventory . 

Employee Health & 
Safety

RT-
IG- 320a .1

1) Total recordable incident rate (TRIR)

2) fatality rate

3) near miss frequency rate (NMFR) . 

Rate Employee Health and Safety: H&S Performance Metrics

1) 2 .64

2) 0

3) We do not currently track and disclose NMFR data, but endeavor to start 
collecting this information and disclose in future reports .

Materials Sourcing RT-IG-
440a .1

Description of the management of risks 
associated with the use of critical materials 

n/a Extending High Standards Through Our Supply Chain: Conflict Minerals 

Lindsay is dedicated to the responsible sourcing of materials for our products 
and avoiding the use of conflict minerals . 

Remanufacturing Design 
& Services

RT-IG-
440b .1

Revenue from remanufactured products 
and remanufacturing services

Reporting currency Design for Durability

We do not track revenue from remanufactured products . We do offer upgrades 
to irrigation equipment through our parts services program and our FieldNET™ 
subscriptions to meet our customers’ changing needs and extend the useful life 
of that equipment .

APPENDIX 
SASB Index 

Lindsay Corporation has elected to 
begin reporting to the Sustainable 
Accounting Standards Board 
(SASB): Industrial Machinery 
& Goods Standard . We do not 
currently disclose all metrics 
included in the Standard, and have 
chosen to disclose the ones that are 
most applicable to our business .
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GRI 102: General Disclosures
GRI Standard Disclosure Description Location & Notes

102: Organizational Profile

102-1 Name of the organization Lindsay Corporation (NYSE: LNN)

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services Lindsay at a Glance

102-3 Location of headquarters 18135 Burke Street, Suite 100

Omaha, NE 68022, USA

102-4 Location of operations United States, Brazil, France, China, Italy, Turkey, South Africa, Netherlands, Australia, and New Zealand

102-7 Scale of the organization Lindsay at a Glance

102-8 Information on employees and other 
workers 

Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

102: Strategy

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker Message from Randy Wood

102: Ethics & Integrity

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms 
of behavior

Lindsay’s Vision, Values, and Behaviors

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns 
about ethics

Operating with Integrity: High Ethical Standards

102: Governance

102-18 Governance structure Operating with Integrity: Corporate Governance

For a complete description of Lindsay Corporation’s corporate governance practices, please refer to our 
Proxy Statement, Form 10-K, or visit our Investor Relations website .

102-20 Executive-level responsibility for economic, 
environmental, and social topics

Operating with Integrity: Corporate Governance

102-22 Composition of the highest governance 
body and its committees

Operating with Integrity: Corporate Governance

Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

102: Reporting Practice

102-47 List of material topics Our Commitment to Sustainability: Lindsay’s Priority ESG Topics

102-50 Reporting period FY20: September 1st, 2019 – August 31st, 2020

102-51 Date of most recent report August 2020 

102-52 Reporting cycle Annual

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the 
report

sustainability@lindsay.com

GRI Content Index 

This table covers selected 
Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI) 
Sustainability Reporting Standards 
and Disclosures found in our  
FY20 Sustainability Report,  
FY20 Annual Report, and on  
our company website .

https://www.lindsay.com/usca/en/investor-relations/
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GRI 200: Economic 
GRI Standard Disclosure Description Location & Notes

201: Economic Impact

201-1 Direct economic value generated and 
distributed

Financial Performance

Supporting Communities: Our Management Approach

203: Indirect Economic Impacts

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services 
supported

Investing in Sustainable Technologies: Infrastructure Safety Tech

205: Anti-Bribery & Corruption

205-2 Communication and training about anti-
corruption policies and procedures

Operating with Integrity: High Ethical Standards

GRI 300: Environment
GRI Standard Disclosure Description Location & Notes

302: Energy

302-1 Energy consumption within the 
organization (GJ)

Improving Our Operational Footprint: Environmental Metrics

302-5 Reductions in energy requirements of 
products and services

Investing in Sustainable Technologies: Irrigation Clean Tech 

303: Water 

303-1 Interactions with water as a shared 
resource

Investing in Sustainable Technologies: Irrigation Clean Tech

303-3 Water withdrawal Improving Our Operational Footprint: Environmental Metrics

GRI Content Index
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GRI 400: Social 
GRI Standard Disclosure Description Location & Notes

401: Employment 

401-1 New employee hires and employee 
turnover

Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: Culture 

403: Occupational Health & Safety

403-1 Occupational health and safety 
management system

Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: Employee Health & Safety

403-2 Hazard identification, risk assessment, and 
incident investigation

Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: Employee Health & Safety

403-6 Promotion of worker health Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: Employee Health & Safety

Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: Company Culture Drives Our  
COVID-19 Response

403-9 Work-related injuries Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: H&S Performance Metrics

404: Training & Education

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills 
and transition assistance programs

Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: Culture 

405: Diversity & Equal Opportunity

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and 
employees

Maintaining a Reputation of Being a Great Place to Work: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

416: Customer Health & Safety

416-1 Assessment of the health and safety 
impacts of product and service categories

Investing in Sustainable Technologies: Infrastructure Safety Tech 

GRI Content Index
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Diversity &  
Inclusion Metrics

FY18 FY19 FY20

Total Workforce 1,121 1,068 1,125
Gender Diversity

Employee gender: Female 250 240 252
Employee gender: Male 871 828 873
Employee ethnicity: White 458 517 508
Employee ethnicity: Black or African American 18 31 26
Employee ethnicity: Asian 14 35 33
Employee ethnicity: Hispanic or Latino 79 85 91
Employee ethnicity: Native American 1 2 2
Employee ethnicity: Native Hawaii or  
Other Pacific Islander 0 2 0

Employee ethnicity: Two or More Races (Not Hispanic or Latino) 0 5 4
Employee ethnicity: Not classified or no data 547 392 427

Board of Directors

Board of Directors: Female 2 2 2
Board of Directors: Male 7 7 7
Board of Directors: Non-minority 8 8 8
Board of Directors: Minority 1 1 1

Management Team

Management: Female 2 2 2
Management: Male 7 7 8
Management: Non-minority 9 9 9
Management: Minority 0 0 1



This report covers Lindsay Corporation’s priority environmental, social and governance (ESG) topics for all entities presented in our 
financial statements: All domestic and foreign operations and wholly owned subsidiaries where we retain operational control . The 
highlights and metrics shared in this report represent our 2020 fiscal year primarily, ending August 31st, 2020, and when possible, 
we provide multi-year data . Anomalies in data trends may be representative of the global disruption caused by the COVID-19 
pandemic . All financial information is presented in U .S . dollars . 

The information provided in this report is based on conversations with our executive leaders and multiple stakeholder engagements . 
We also considered the recommended disclosures in the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) Industrial Machinery 
and Goods Standard and the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards, knowing these disclosures are relevant for specific 
stakeholder audiences . 

We plan to publish updates on our sustainability progress annually .

For more information about this report or to inquire about our ESG performance, please contact sustainability@lindsay.com.

This report contains forward-looking statements that are subject to risks and uncertainties and which reflect management’s current beliefs and estimates of future economic circumstances, industry 
conditions, company performance, and financial results. You can find a discussion of many of these risks and uncertainties in the annual, quarterly and current reports that Lindsay Corporation files 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Forward-looking statements include information concerning possible or assumed future results of operations and planned financing of the company 
and those statements preceded by, followed by, or including the words “anticipate,” “estimate,” “believe,” “intend,” “expect,” “outlook,” “could,” “may”, “should”, “will,” or similar expressions.

Readers should understand that multiple factors could cause future economic and industry conditions, and the company’s actual financial condition and results of operations, to differ materially 
from management’s beliefs expressed in the forward-looking statements contained in this report. These factors include those outlined in the “Risk Factors” section of the company’s most recent 
annual report on Form 10-K and subsequently quarterly reports on Form 10-Q filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, and readers are urged to review these factors when considering 
the forward-looking statements contained in this report. For these statements, the company claims the protection of safe harbor for forward-looking statements contained in the Private Securities 
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Lindsay Corporation undertakes no obligation to update any forward-looking statement contained in this report. 

The numbers and data contained in this report have not been audited.

ABOUT THIS REPORT 
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